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Detection of outliers in data streams using grouping methods
Abstract. Efficient processing of data streams usually requires their initial processing, including on the removal of anomalies caused by, for
example, measuring errors. Such errors may result in misinterpretation of the phenomena being analyzed .The literature describes several methods
for detecting exceptions in data streams. Each of them requires proper selection of operating parameters. In addition, the effectiveness of methods
may vary depending on the data set being analyzed. The article describes current methods for detecting exceptions in data streams and analyzed
their operation on gas consumption data.
Streszczenie. Przedmiotem niniejszej pracy jest wykrywanie wyjątków w strumieniach danych przy użyciu metod grupowania. Przetwarzanie
strumieni danych wymaga wstępnej analizy a przede wszystkim usuwania wszelkiego rodzaju anomalii spowodowanych błędami pomiarowymi.
Błędy te prowadzą do niewłaściwej interpretacji analizowanych zjawisk. W literaturze można odnaleźć metody wykrywania wyjątków w strumieniach
danych oparte na metodach statystycznych, grupowaniu danych. Każda metoda wymaga odpowiedniego doboru parametrów operacyjnych.
Skuteczność jest uzależniona od analizowanego zestawu strumienia. W pracy podano kilka metod grupowania używanych do detekcji wyjątków w
strumieniach danych. Metody te sprawdzono dla strumieni dotyczących zużycia gazu. (Wykrywanie wyjątków w strumieniach danych przy
użyciu metod grupowania)
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Introduction
A data stream is a set of observations recorded in time
intervals, i.e. containing a unit of time. They do not have to
be data recorded at regular intervals, but usually these are
data which have an equal time interval. An example of a
data stream can be:

Air temperature measurement in the room every one
second, which gives us a data stream consisting of the
time value and the measurement result assigned to it in
the form of degrees Celsius.

24-hour registration of the electrocardiographic signal
using the Holter method, recording heart activity;

Electricityconsumption;

Record of monitoring at the airport;

Monitoring the workload of networks and websites;

Monitoring and recording of work;

Banking, telemetric and surveillance systems;

Tracking and analysis of biological and medical data;

Stock market data;

Data on all types of physical devices
The data stream is defined as an ordered set of values
of the analyzed feature or a specific phenomenon at
different times (intervals) of time. It is also a series of
observations recorded in a strictly defined time.
Collection and storage of data in the form of streams
increases the development of methods of processing them.
There is also an increased problem of detection of outliers in
data streams.
The problem of detecting outliers in large data
collections is, according to the authors, an important research problem. Among others, deterministic statistical methods, as well as methods based on distance and density,
are used. However, none of the methods proposed in the
literature is universal. A rich overview of this field is given in
[1,2]. In addition, their effectiveness depends on the data set
as well as on the parameters required for their operation.
The authors dealt with the detection of outliers in their
earlier works. Among other things, a method of dete-cting
outliers using linguistic summaries was developed [3,4,7]. It
was also proposed to solve the problem of dete-cting
outliers through multicriteria optimization. See e.g. [5,6,8].
Outliers in data streams
Outliers are occasional deviations, random variations
are often undesirable. Random fluctuations occurring in the

exiting streams usually have a negative effect on the further
prototyping process (prediction, forecasting)
Data stream is often considered as an ordered
sequence of values of the analyzed feature or the
phenomenon in different time. The other works, defines a
data stream as series of observations in a specified time.
Outliers in the streams can lead to a change in the trend
which is very unfavorable for the analysis of a given stream.
The data stream decomposes by determining seasonal
fluctuations, trend and random fluctuations, which in this
work are called exceptions. The decomposition of the
example stream is shown in Fig. 1 with the trend, seasonal
fluctuations and random variations that constitute
exceptions in the data stream.

Fig.1 Decomposition of the data stream (successively from the
top): the original data, seasonal fluctuations, trend and random
fluctuations.

The similarity of data streams was determined using the
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) measure introduced by
Sakoe and Chiba in 1978. The DTW measure matches the
two series very flexibly so that the distance function is the
smallest. The two time series Q and C are compared
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respectively with distances of n and m,
. A matching
path is created as a vector between two points and . in
, ,…,
such that
, , which
the form
represents the adjustment of the series Q and C. For this
vector the distance DTW is calculated according to

,
where K is used to eliminate warping results due to path
length.
It should be noted that there may be multiple paths in
the data stream. One can, therefore, introduce a limitation
of monotonicity, which forces the monotonic distribution of
points in time. The second limitation concerns boundary
conditions. The matching path must always start and end in
the opposite corners of the matrix, which comes down to
1,1 and
, . Continuity should also be
fixing
maintained, what means that all points must be adjacent to
1 and
1.
predecessors,
The optimal path is determined on the basis of DTW.
The article focuses on the detection of exceptions in
data streams using data mining methods. The work is
organized as follows: chapter II acquaints the reader with
the current state of knowledge in the field of detection of
outliers in data streams. Section III is a practical example of
the methods used for the gas consumption data set.

the original or corrected data series. In this way deviations
are estimated - outliers appearing in the data stream. Of
course, the original series is used only for the first iteration.
For calculated deviations for each
1,2, … , $ we
,
,
.- maximum values of
calculate
standardized deviation statistics. We get values
approximately in the normal distribution in the order from the
left for innovative, additive deviations and level changes.
In the next stage, the maximum values of η are
determined for the types of deviations IO, AO, LS according
to
max

,

,

If for n this iteration the maximum critical value is greater
than the determined critical value WK,then there is a
probability of an outlier (anomaly) of one or more types for
where can be one of the types of deviations IO,
AO, LS.

The work is finished with a summary.
Related works
The collection of data in the form of streams has
become very common. Created systems allows to gather
the data about User navigation on the Web, time of
telephone conversations, banking operations or operations
with the credit cards, states of devides, etc. [9, 10, 11].
When searching for similarities between time series or
its fragments, one can usedifferent methods originatedfrom
the analysis of the signals. Often, in this case the data
transformation in the area of frequency. For digital data the
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) or discrete Wavelet
transform (DWT) are used. More information on the
classification and ways of time series analysis can be found
in the work [12]. There is also a proposal to replace the
values of the time series from real to symbolic, which can
facilitate data analysis using knowledge discovery
algorithms
During our research, the RStudio environment and its
packages adapted to streams were utilized. The studies
took into account hierarchical methods and algorithms
dedicated to data streams. Research related to the
classification of data streams was given in the authors'
earlier work.
The Anomalus algorithm generates a feature vector of a
given data stream fragment and applies a strong
decomposition of features by making the two first
components of the anomaly detection vector decomposition.
The Wsher method or the so-called Venturini[21] method
is most often used for streams in which there are no
negative values. For each observation, the previous and
subsequent observation is selected. The observations are
connected by a line and in this way you can easily see the
exceptions. The process of combining observations in the
stream is shown in Fig. 2.
Another method that marksoutliers in the data streams is
the Chen and Liu procedure[23], called TsOutliers. Outliers
are obtained on the basis of determined linear regression.
The masking effect is limited. Maximum credibility of the
regression model parameters is determined on the basis of
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Fig. 2 Vintirini’s method which connects observations in the data
stream.

Practical example of outlier’s detection
In the research we used gas consumption collection.
The
collection
was
downloaded
from
[http://datahub.io/core/natural-gas/r/natural-gas-monthly.csv].

Original collection was extended and modified by adding
outliers. Then the analysis of the detection of outliers with
the methods described in Section II was started. Outliers
were analyzed using the hierarchical method and
anomalous algorithms, TsOutliers. Graphic illustrations are
presented in sequence in Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.

Fig.3 Grouping a stream using a hierarchical method
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Fig. 4 Outliers detected with use of anomalies algorithm.

Fig.5 Outliers detected by TsOutliers algorithm

The best results for the anomalous algorithm were
obtained for Ralpha = 0.05. The algorithm detected 86% of
outliers in the analyzed dataset.
Fig.5 shows the detected anomalies on the gas
consumption, using TsOutliers. The gray line shows the
original values along with the points included in the
anomalies. The outliers are marked in red. The blue line
shows the matched values of the time series. It should be
noted that the graph obtained as a result of the algorithm is
more static, has fewer violent deviations in relation to the
original one. 12 anomalies of various types have been
detected. The most frequently detected anomalies were a
sharp jump in the value up, change in signal level and time
changes.
The best results were obtained for the TsOutliers algorithm.
For the same fragment of the analysed stream, 97% of the
detected anomalies were obtained.
Conlusions
As demonstrated in the research, the methods used in
the work detect deviations in the streams. The hierarchy
methods have the least accuracy.
Research work on the detection of outliers in data streams
will be continued. Particular attention will be devoted in the
future to the rapid parametric transformations described in
[16, 17]. We will also check outlier detection methods for
data obtained in [14,15].
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